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Abstract: The transition from the quantum to the classical world is not yet understood. Here, we take
a new approach. Central to this is the understanding that measurement and actualization cannot
occur except on some specific basis. However, we have no established theory for the emergence of a
specific basis. Our framework entails the following: (i) Sets of N entangled quantum variables can
mutually actualize one another. (ii) Such actualization must occur in only one of the 2N possible bases.
(iii) Mutual actualization progressively breaks symmetry among the 2N bases. (iv) An emerging
“amplitude” for any basis can be amplified by further measurements in that basis, and it can decay
between measurements. (v) The emergence of any basis is driven by mutual measurements among
the N variables and decoherence with the environment. Quantum Zeno interactions among the N
variables mediates the mutual measurements. (vi) As the number of variables, N, increases, the
number of Quantum Zeno mediated measurements among the N variables increases. We note that
decoherence alone does not yield a specific basis. (vii) Quantum ordered, quantum critical, and
quantum chaotic peptides that decohere at nanosecond versus femtosecond time scales can be used
as test objects. (viii) By varying the number of amino acids, N, and the use of quantum ordered,
critical, or chaotic peptides, the ratio of decoherence to Quantum Zeno effects can be tuned. This
enables new means to probe the emergence of one among a set of initially entangled bases via weak
measurements after preparing the system in a mixed basis condition. (ix) Use of the three stable
isotopes of carbon, oxygen, and nitrogen and the five stable isotopes of sulfur allows any ten atoms
in the test protein to be discriminably labeled and the basis of emergence for those labeled atoms can
be detected by weak measurements. We present an initial mathematical framework for this theory,
and we propose experiments.
Keywords: quantum to classical transition; collectively actualizing sets; basis symmetry breaking;
quantum ordered; critical; chaotic peptides; Quantum Zeno effects; decoherence; tunable ratio of
decoherence to Quantum Zeno effect; entangled bases; weak measurements; isotope labeling
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1. Introduction
“Is the moon there when we are not looking?” was Einstein’s quip. We wish to
approach the emergence of a classical world from the barest foundations of quantum
theory: N entangled variables, with not even a basis chosen for measurement. Here, we
take measurement to be real and to constitute an ‘actualization’ of the quantum state to
yield Boolean true false variables. We have at our disposal in the interactions among these
N variables: decoherence, recoherence, the Quantum Zeno Effect, and actualization. The
“Dud Bomb” work [1], supports our new proposal that actualization interactions among
the N variables can occur. We propose further that this enables the variables to collectively
“look at” and mutually actualize one another. We call such a set of coupled variables a
Collectively Actualizing Set, CAS. In such a CAS, the frequency with which each variable
will be measured increases with the number of variables, most simply in a linear way.
There is a parallel to a similar idea about the origin of life via ‘Collectively Autocatalytic Sets’ seen as molecular fossils in ancient prokaryotes. Ref. [2] Such small
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molecule CAS instantiates Rovelli et al.’s ‘Stable Facts’ [3] as the molecules explode into
collective existence.
Actualization itself can only occur in some specific basis among the 2N bases. In the
present article, we propose that a set of N entangled variables with no chosen measurement
basis among the 2N possible bases, can break this symmetry by co-actualization in some one
specific basis. Repeated actualizations in the same single basis amplifies the preference for
that specific basis among the N entangled variables. As a preference to actualize in this one
basis emerges, and is shared among the N entangled variables, the variables progressively
become ever more stable facts with respect to one another.
The emergence of these ‘ever more stable facts’ drives the symmetry breaking toward
one among the 2N bases is chosen. Following the relational quantum mechanics framework
(RQM) suggested first by Rovelli, and developed over decades [3–6], we are to consider
unstable relative facts of one variable, which need to be labelled against at least one other
variable in the system from whose perspective such facts are actualized. However, there
are also stable facts, each of which does not require such labelling, and appear to some
other variables in the systems (or ‘observers’) as an invariant fact.
Stable facts are brought into being by environmental decoherence. In our expanded
framework we consider an ongoing interplay of decoherence and the Quantum Zeno
Effect. We propose that the classical world emerges in Collectively Actualizing Sets whose
variables undergo both environmental decoherence and mutually induce a QZE effect
with one another. These interactions lead to a broken symmetry such that a specific basis
emerges, and the system is repeatedly actualized in the same state in that basis by very
rapid Quantum Zeno effects among the N variables. This is to be ‘the classical world’.
The dynamic is complex: (i) Repeated actualization drives the Quantum Zeno Effect [7,8],
in which the wave function transiently freezes to a single state in some specific basis then
rebounds quadratically in time. (ii) Decoherence [9,10] by itself is not a measurement. It
yields ‘classical FAPP’ with classical probabilities down the main diagonal and no way
to pick among them. (iii) The Quantum Zeno Effect must occur in some specific basis.
(iv) Decoherence tends to suppress all bases other than position and momentum. (v) The
Quantum Zeno effect and decoherence mutually suppress one another [11].
Given mutual suppression between decoherence that leads only to classical probabilities and the QZE that freezes the wave function to a single state in one specific basis,
we here explore for the first time the joint dynamics of decoherence and QZE in a set of N
entangled variables that form a Collectively Actualizing Set.
We study our system in the context of a spin glass Hamiltonian that can model a
peptide folding energy landscape [12]. Do these joint dynamics evolve to a specific basis,
and, within it, hover at a specific state by repeated CAS measurements? Is such a state
‘the classical world’? How is it affected by the number of variables, N, in the Collectively
Actualizing Set? Increasing N should increase the frequency of QZE, and hence tune
the ratio of decoherence to QZE. How is this classical outcome affected by the ratio of
decoherence to QZE?
Remarkably, our predictions can now be tested using novel, constructible short ring
or linear peptides with a defined tunable number, N, of amino acids that are quantum
‘ordered’, ‘critical’, or ‘chaotic’ [13,14]. Ordered and critical peptides decohere power
law slowly over a nanosecond. Chaotic peptides decohere exponentially fast over a femtosecond. Thus, we can study the relation between ratio of decoherence, and a recurrent
Quantum Zeno Effect whose frequency is positively correlated to the number of amino
acids, on the emergence of one among perhaps several bases.
Naively, we expect larger peptides to become ‘classical’ faster than shorter peptides.
We here explore how this may depend upon the ‘ratio’ of decoherence to QZE as affected
by short or long peptides that decohere exponentially fast versus power law slow. This
can be tested by using weak measurements. We can assess the time course of an emerging
‘amplitude’ for a given basis in a system prepared in a superposition of two or more
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bases. Interactions between two or more emerging bases can also be studied using systems
prepared in an initial superposition for those two or more bases, as further explained below.
Using the three stable isotopes of carbon, oxygen, and nitrogen and the five stable
isotopes of sulfur, any ten detectably isotope labeled atoms can be located at any location
in such quantum ordered, critical, or chaotic peptides, allowing for the precise analysis of
the emergence of bases and the classical world.
These ideas and their initial mathematical formulation and experimental approaches
outlined here constitutes our “testable theory for the emergence of the classical world”.
The paper is organized thus: Section 2 elaborates the conceptual framework, Section 3
provides the experimental set up for testing our central questions, and Section 4 concludes
with further discussion.
2. Materials and Methods
We suggest here verifiable experiments and establish the salient features as follows: We
start with classifying the environment as a heterogeneous ensemble of mutually actualizing
sets composed of dissipative quantum systems. Hence, one such mutually actualizing
set can be perceived as a system to be ‘measured’ by the rest of the ensemble. Here, by
measurement we mean interaction, rather than any special metaphysical position provided
to an ‘observer’. We retain the essence of relational QM by suggesting any variables within
a mutually actualizing set can work as an observer in relation to others.
Hence, all states generated in such interactions are relative states, and such interactions
are ‘relative facts’. Environmental decoherence can lead to ‘stable facts’; such facts need
not be labelled against any particular system. Generally, as the extensive literature [15,16]
suggests, the environment ‘measures’ a quantum dissipative system, where two scenarios
may emerge. One is standard decoherence where, via Einselection, only stable states (or
stable facts here) survive and emerge as ‘classical’ observables in two preferred basis: The
pointer bases of position and momentum. Such a process, which is generated by entanglement with the environmental degrees of freedom of the system, can be approximated
as anti-QZE.
The other possible case, there can be continuous projective measurement on the system
by the environment, and in the limit, the survival probability of the system’s initial state
(say a pure state) tends to unity, which is QZE. It is the intermediate case that is of interest
to us here.
Our framework differs in a fundamental and new way: We suggest that the mutually
actualizing sets themselves generate many body QZE that are each an actualization in some
single basis, while the CAS simultaneously decoheres due to coupling with environment,
where such couplings can be non-uniform across such sets/systems.
The important point is: In the target collectively/mutually actualizing set of the
subsystems, no preferred basis is yet chosen, while many body QZE happens, where, as the
first approximation, the rest of the environment has a definite basis. Hence, decoherence
driven by environmental coupling might generate a pointer bases for the target system.
The total Hamiltonian is expressed as H = H (S) + H ( E) + H ( Int). The symbols
carry the typical meanings. H is the total system Hamiltonian, H(S) is the system Hamiltonian, H(E) is the Hamiltonian representing the environment, and H(int) is the interaction
Hamiltonian. Here S denotes system, E denotes environment, and Int denotes coupling.
For states generated via the mutual actualization (many body QZE) to emerge as stable
facts/pointer states, such states need to be Eigen states of the H in general. Here, however,
we have three regimes, first where H(S) is the dominating part, second, where H(int) is the
dominating part, and then the third intermediate regime.
We may simplify the scenario by assuming that to start with the system’s state and the
environment state is in a tensor product state, on which the evolution happens. Hence, we
may calculate the reduced density matrix of the system by tracing over the combined state
for environmental degrees of freedom. Such a reduced density matrix then follows the von
Neumann equation [17].
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Many Body QZE
Interest in many body QZE is rather a recent phenomenon [18], where many body
QZE generating entanglement phase shifts has been studied. Our collectively/mutually
actualizing set of systems based many-body QZE differs in some points from the extant
framework. We present the salient features of the mechanism below:

•

•

•
•

•
•
•

•

•
•

•

Continuous (in the limit) projective/POVM measurements simultaneously acting
on the system of many bodies (for example, all lattice points), in effect localizes the
evolution of the composite state. However, in our case the frequency with which
a given subsystem is measured is proportional to the number of subsystems in the
collectively actualizing set, so as that number goes up any subsystem is measured
proportionally more frequently.
In the extant literature, we have continuous (in limit) projective or POVM on the
entangled many-body dynamics. Such a measurement process would generate ‘entanglement’ phase shifts, which might be expressed through suitable Hamiltonians of the
system, for example that of standard Ising model or a spin glass model [19].
In our framework, patterns of entanglement among the same set of variables within a
collectively actualizing set change, due to successive actualizations.
POVM measures rather than projective measures are weak; however, such measures
can also create stochastic ‘back action’ on the mutually act set, also generating entanglement phase shifts.
Such phase shifts are observed as single quantum many body states.
Hence, we preserve the overall competition between unitary many body dynamics
and the stochastic measurements of single members of an entangled subset of the CAS.
Authors have observed [20,21] that such processes involve degrees of freedom that
do not commute with each other, for example different components of spin (directions). Starting with a simple one dimensional Ising model, such many body QZE
can produce a frozen/localized many body state when the coupling is above critical
threshold strength. As that threshold is approached, a behaviour resembling quantum
criticality emerges.
Explicitly, a quantum many body dynamics | ϕ(t + dt) > = MU | ϕ( T ) > , where U is
the dynamics generator/unitary operator U = exp(−i Ht), and where H is the system
H. H can be either Ising H or Spin glass H. For example, in the Ising Model:
H = J ∑iL=−11 σi σi+1 where sigmas are the Pauli matrices working on the ith lattice site,
and the sigmas go over x, y, z.
M is the measurement operator, representing the simultaneous measurement carried
over all sites, with a probability, p, per site. Such a measurement can be represented
by the KRAUSS operator.
M = TENSOR product over M_i, where Mi s are composed of the one D projectors on the sites.

Using the K operator does not carry out sequential measurements since it represents
simultaneous measurement on all sites of the Lattice. We might begin using such a picture
as an approximation. Later, we need sequential measurements of variables in any one of
the entangled subsets of variables in the CAS.
The probability of M measures on site i is proportional to n. Again, captures our assumption
that frequency with which a subsystem becomes actualized is proportional to the number
of surrounding subsystems.
The tradeoff between QZE and decoherence: interaction Hamiltonian plays a central
role in both the decoherence framework and the stochastic quantum hydrodynamics framework, which we describe later. However, since we are interested how mutual actualization
(approximated by many body QZE) helps in the emergence of a specific basis, while the
decoherence is present in the background environment, an intermediate regime where
neither QZE nor decoherence dominates each other is of importance to the framework.
Since, by definition, QZE (as we describe later, which can be thought as a sequence of
weak measurements in general) would freeze unitary evolution, whereas decoherence is
an approximate process of entanglement of the system (here, for example, the collectively
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actualizing set of bodies) with the environmental degrees of freedom to generate ‘improper
mixed states’.
3. Results
3.1. A Prospective Maximum Amplitude for Each Basis as a Function of the Rate of QZE
This is new physics. We do not know if—and if so, how—amplitudes for the different
possible bases may emerge, how repeated actualizations in any single bases may affect the
emergence of that basis, how these different emerging bases may interact, or if, between
actualization events, an emerging basis decays—if so, at what rate—and how decoherence
by coupling to an environment alters all this.
Our fundamental proposal envisions a Collectively Actualizing Set, CAS, in which the
N variables interact–actualize episodically with one another. Each actualization is in some
single basis. We propose that when one among an entangled subset of the N actualizes
in some basis, the ‘commitment to’ that basis, or ‘amplitude for’ that basis, increases in a
stepwise fashion by a fixed increase in amplitude for all the entangled variables in that
subset. Importantly, during temporal intervals in which no actualization events occur
among the subset of the N entangled variables, we propose that the commitment to, or
amplitude for that basis decays at some fixed exponential rate for the entire subset of the N
entangled variables.
These assumptions imply a relation between the frequency of measurement and the
maximum amplitude that can be attained for any basis. As we have assumed an exponential
rate of decay of an amplitude for any basis, and a fixed increase in that amplitude for each
actualization event in that basis, an equilibrium maximum amplitude for each rate of
measurement, F, must exist where the exponential rate of loss of amplitude for that basis
equals the mean rate of increase of amplitude for that bases by actualization events in
that basis.
As we assume that the frequency of episodic interaction–actualization events increase
linearly as the number of variables, N, increase, the maximum amplitude attainable for any
basis should increase linearly with the number of atoms in the system; hence, the number
of amino acids in the test peptides.
If we posit that temperature, classical noise, erases any accrued amplitude for any
basis, increasing temperature, with the other variables fixed, should inhibit the emergence
of any single basis and the classical world. Given the collective dynamics of our system,
the effect of increasing temperature may appear as a phase transition.
Our experiments below should be able to prove or disprove these qualitative predictions.
We hope to study the emergence of a bias for one among a large set of bases as a
function of the ratio of decoherence to the Quantum Zeno effect. We propose to measure
the ratio of decoherence to QZE, as it is approximated by the use of a relative entropy
measurement, for example relative von Neumann measure. Here, we start with a mixed
state of one such CAS, when certain individual particles are actualized or they become
disentangled, the state of the CAS changes, and hence the entanglement entropy measure:
The von Neumann entropy measure can be used to measure the change in the degree
of entanglement brought about by the QZE. The ratio of QZE/DECOHERENCE would
then be correlated with the oscillation of the von Neumann entropy measure.
tr {ρlnρ−ρlnσ }
von Neumann relative entropy, NE(ρkσ ) =
, where ρ and σ are states
trρ
before and after collective actualization phases.
Hence, NE is greater than or equal to 0, equality holding when ρ = σ, unitary invariance.
NE(UρU D kUσU D ) = NE(ρkσ ), here D symbolizes Hermitian conjugate.
The maximum divergence occurs when NE( pure state kmaximally mixed state) where
the maximally mixed state = 1/d, and where d = dim H. Hence, NE (pure state||1/d)
= ln d.
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3.2. Stochastic Quantum Hydrodynamics Approach (SQHM)
Chiarelli and Chiarelli [22], while exploring the literature on quantum hydrodynamics,
observed that quantum hydrodynamic equations can play a critical role in describing
emergence of the classical world from the underlying quantum domain. The main problem
they approach is; however, the fact that the dependence of the dynamics of systems on
mass create disconnections in a smooth passage from quantum superposition to classical
domain. The authors also observe that many different interpretations (or even different
theories than standard QM, for example Bohmian mechanics or different dynamic collapse
models, which contain different parameters than QM) of QM has been used to reach at a
solution. However, our framework is not directly related to the mass density problem.
Now, some insights from Madelung’s version of quantum hydrodynamics help us
in explaining our proposed experiments. In Madelung’s framework, we have a wave
2πiS

function expressed as ϕ = | ϕ|e h , which is equivalent to the dynamics of a mass density
∂S
.
| ϕ|2 , with momemtum pi = ∂q
i
One important observation on Madelung’s framework (where the dynamics converges
with that of Schrödinger’s equation) is that when Planck’s constant is set to 0, i.e., we take
a classical limit, we recover classical dynamics. Hence, such a framework can be used to
describe the transition from the quantum to the classical world. Another natural outcome
of the framework is non-locality due to the presence of the quantum potential, which
also means the presence of trajectories and physical reality independent of measurement.
Now, this feature may not be compatible with the collective actualization process we are
suggesting here, since the relational ontological view is implicit in our framework, which
would imply relative and stable facts. However, for the existence of both, we either need
relative states between systems or decoherence-led emergence.
Hence, some insights we may draw from Madelung’s stochastic quantum hydrodynamics (SQHM) are as below:
1.

2.

In SQHM [Appendix], the range of the non-local quantum potential depends on
the strength of the interaction Hamiltonian, which shows that systems sufficiently
weakly interacting can generate classical behavior in the macroscopic classical limit.
In our framework, we also have the central importance of weak measures (which is
approximated by weakly interacting subsystems in a collectively actualizing set), and
AN interaction Hamiltonian; however, we do not have quantum non-local potentials.
Hence, the process of emergence varies between our and Maudling’s SQHM.
SQHM and decoherence are compatible to each other, while SQHM provides limits
when a global macroscopic dissipative quantum system acquires classical behavior,
decoherence provides an approximate process of emergence of ‘impure mixed’ states,
which mimics classical reality, even when the underlying global system is quantum.
The central assumption in case of decoherence is that the recurrence time is absurdly
large. Hence, as emphasized in the paper also, decoherence is not a solution to
measurement or collapse problem, unlike dynamic collapse theories with non-linear
Schrödinger equations. Since SQHM is a special case of Bohmian mechanics, we have
included a technical note on the same in the appendix.

4. Discussion
4.1. Experimental Approaches
In order to detect the emergence of a single bases from a larger set of available bases
requires an experimental means to initiate a system with more than a single basis available,
of which none has as yet been “chosen”. A means to accomplish this consists in making
use of the capacity to prepare a system in an initial state with two superimposed bases.
This can be done among the following five pairs: position–spin, position–polarization,
spin–polarization, momentum–spin, and momentum–polarization.
We wish to test experimentally a possible relation between the number of variables, N,
in a proposed Collectively Actualizing Set, CAS, and the ratio of decoherence to Quantum
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Zeno effects as the N variables actualize one another, upon the emergence of one or the
other of two initially superposed bases, for example, ‘position–spin’, or ‘spin–polarization’
by a symmetry breaking among the these two possible bases.
We have at our disposal the experimental creation of linear and ring peptides with a
tunable number of amino acids per peptide, and choice of which of the standard 20 amino
acids occurs at each site in the peptide polymer. Furthermore, by using the three stable
isotopes each of carbon, oxygen, and nitrogen as well as the five stable isotopes of sulfur,
we can uniquely isotope label any ten atoms at any ten chosen position in a peptide.
Hence, by timed weak measurements, as described in detail below, we can assess
the onset of a bias towards either of the two superposed bases, the time course of that
emergence, and the stability of that emerging bias toward one of the two bases by a
perturbing weak measurement of the other basis.
Our proposed experiments seem to probe entirely new physics. From the hoped-for
data, it may be possible to construct a clean theory of collective symmetry breaking among
any pair of bases or the entire set of 2N bases of such a quantum system.
We propose using quantum ordered, critical and chaotic peptides as test objects. It
is relatively straight forward to test computationally or experimentally, if a given peptide
is ordered, critical or chaotic. The distribution of energy differences between adjacent
absorption bands falls off exponentially for ordered peptides. If a given peptide is chaotic,
the distribution is a broad single peak given by random matrix theory. The distribution for
critical peptides lies between these two distributions [13,14].
In order to study the time course of emergence of one among the two superposed
bases, requires a single weak measurement to assess the amplitude for a given basis at
different time intervals after time 0. To study the interaction of one emerging basis if
the other basis is perturbed by a weak measurement requires only one additional weak
measurement. That is, if we have already established the time course of the emergence of
either of the two bases alone by single measurements at increasing times after time T 0, we
can, in a separate experiment, test the effects of weak measurement of the one basis on the
emergence of the other basis.
The two bases may emerge independently of one another, or the emergence of one
basis may inhibit or enhance the emergence of the other basis. If we can conduct two
measurements during the available time, we can test the effect of perturbing one emerging
basis on the emergence of the other basis in a single experimental system.
Thus, a slower time scale of decoherence in ordered and critical may better allow study
of the temporal emergence of bases choice and the interactions between the emerging bases.
We stress that our mathematical framework, extended to study non-synchronous
projective measurements among the N variables, and weak measurements is needed for
more precise predictions.
4.2. More Experimental Details
The basic experimental approach is to create libraries of ordered, critical, and chaotic
ring or linear peptides of tunable number of amino acids from 2 to perhaps 100 amino
acids or more. Ring peptides are more confined in their structure than linear peptides;
however, both have more flexible degrees of freedom than crystals such as C 60 Buckyballs.
The flexibility will increase with the number of amino acids in the ring or linear peptide.
As noted, a single amino acid has, on average, 10 atoms. We can hope to study single
amino acids, 10 atoms, which is less than the C 60 Buckyballs that still show inference, to
polypeptides of 100 amino acids and 1000 atoms. Presumably “classicality” increases as the
number of atoms in the system increases.
Decoherence in peptides and proteins as a function of time can be assessed by known
techniques, such as those used in studying light harvesting molecules [23–25]. It is not, at
present, clear how to directly study the intensity of Quantum Zeno effects within a peptide,
however it is reasonable to propose that if the atoms in a peptide form a collectively
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actualizing set, that QZE interactions will increase monotonically with the number of atoms
in the system. This should be directly testable.
Some measures we can think of are based on the literature of quantum thermodynamics as follows: On one hand we have through QZE on entangled N elements (approximation
of collective actualization process) the emergence of certain variables in any one basis
among 2N bases. On the other hand, we have the emergence of preferred pointer basis,
position and momentum, via decoherence. Since we can tune the ratio of QZE and decoherence by use of ordered, critical and chaotic peptides, we can study the effect of tuning this
ratio on the trade-off between an emergence of a pointer basis via decoherence alone and
the possible emergence of other bases by the QZE and our proposed symmetry breaking.
In short, we identified some ratios earlier for the relative intensity of many body QZE
to decoherence; hence, in the intermediate regime when neither of the two processes significantly dominate each other, there are some dynamics that can be studied experimentally.
Generally, if two states | ϕ1 > and | ϕ2 > are perfectly distinguishable, i.e., orthogonal,
then we have |< ϕ1 | ϕ2 > 2 = 0, and the overlap is 1 when these states are perfectly indistinguishable; hence, we can measure [20], first of all, the average time taken for one state
(say in our case this is one state initially formed of QZE or collective actualization) to
transform into another in general non-orthogonal state before decoherence takes over. This
can be shown as the time average of 1 − |< ϕt | ϕt0 >|2 . Here, t and t0 means these states are
emerging in different moments. Second, we can also measure in the same vein the amount
of state evolution that has happened in any time interval, generally we have the measure
s
1 − T12 |< ϕt | ϕt0 >|2 dt0 dt where the limits of integrals are between 0 and T.
More on time measurements in our experiments: if we prepare systems in inter or intra
entangled states, then we need to be able to define time 0 and the interval between that and
the end of the decoherence process (on the order of femtoseconds or nanoseconds), since
this should be the time interval in which a specific basis emerges through the process of
collective actualization. Then, decoherence takes over, which might allow only the so-called
pointer bases to survive. Here, we can use the above defined formulas for measuring the
amount of quantum evolution within that time scale. We can obtain some reference from
the experiments on light harvesting molecules, where the time scale for decoherence is on
the order of femtoseconds. Recent studies observe that QZE can be achieved by a series
of arbitrary weak measurement (for example, [26]); hence, in the collective actualization
process that is approximated by the many body QZE, we may assume series of WMs
happing between the bodies. Non-equilibrium quantum thermodynamics can also be cited
as another area for such applications [27].
In the standard measurement scenario, we start with |Ψ> as the pure state of the
system before measurement. For convenience, we assume the state can be expanded in
computational basis. We can only calculate the probabilities of finding a definite value m,
say prob (m), which is one Eigen value. In general, we can start with positive operators,
M, which are defined as ∑m MMD = I, where D is a symbol we use to signify the Hermitian conjugate operation. We have Born’s probability to obtain a specific Eigen value,
p(m) = < Ψ MMD Ψ >for the mth eigenvalue. If the Ms are also projective operators,
then MMD = M, and we obtain a projective measurement. Again, the state of the system
after measurement in general will be M|Ψ>. Call that |Ψm>.
√
Say we start with |Ψ>= 1/ 2[|0 > + |1 > ] , where these states are the eigenstates


1 0
for the Pauli matrix S in the Z direction S (z) =
. A simple projection measurement
0 −1
on the state would be either via M = |0><0| projection on to |0> or M = |1><1| projection
onto state |1>.
We can also measure the probability of the outcome of measurements by using POVM.
With a slightly different completeness criterion: ∑m Em = I, where p(m) = <Ψ|Em |Ψ>.
We propose using weak measurements (WM), [26–28], to assess the emergence of
a basis. This requires creating the initial state at T = 0 in a chosen mixed basis, then
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assessing the possibly increasing amplitude for one of the bases over the subsequent
decoherence process.
In this framework, all systems are quantum, and thus generally, interactions are
between quantum systems (in concordance with RQM). In the first step we set up a weak
coupling between the target quantum system and the quantum measuring device. (Here,
we recall the collective actualising set of particles are peptides, so any one of the atomsincluding isotope labelled atoms- in the set can be an observer.) In the second step we
measure strongly with the quantum measurement device. The outcome of projective
measurement on the quantum measuring device is the weak measurement (WM) outcome.
This weak measurement outcome assesses the amplitude for the bases used in the
weak measurement. By this means, we can assess whether the amplitude for any basis
increases or not over the interval from the moment, T = 0, of preparation in the chosen
mixed basis, position–spin, position–polarization, or spin–polarization.
Using the above combination of weak coupling followed by strong measurement in a
chosen basis following T 0, it is possible to assess: (i) The emergence of an amplitude for
a given basis. (ii) The consequences for the emergence of an amplitude for one basis of a
strong measurement of the other mixed basis. Strong measurement of the second basis may
have no effect on the emergence of the first basis, enhance or inhibit that emergence.
We note again that the emergence of a basis can be assessed in any one of the 10 isotope
labelled atoms located arbitrarily in our test peptide.
Mathematical necessary condition for a measurement to be weak is that standard
deviation of the measurement has to be larger than the differences in the Eigen values of
the system.
The capacity to carry out the experiments above depends on the ratio of decoherence
and Quantum Zeno effect. By using quantum ordered, critical, or chaotic peptides we can
tune decoherence time from a very slow process extending over a nanosecond for ordered
and critical peptides to a short femtosecond decoherence time for chaotic peptides.
Experiments with Mixed Basis Entanglements
As mentioned earlier quantum variables can be prepared in mixed bases, for example
entanglement between two variables between spatially separated quantum systems (polarization of one photon with spin of another, for example), or entanglement between two
degrees of freedom of the same system (intra system entanglement). Such systems cannot
be considered to have a definite ‘identity’; however, measurements can be well performed
on different pairs of entangled variables in two mixed bases. Also, there can be protocols
built where there can be swaps between intra and inter system entanglements.
In our experimental set-ups, we can prepare peptides/amino acid molecules in such
entangled states. Particularly, we assume a maximally entangled N systems such that each
of the N variables is further represented in a mixed basis state, i.e., for each individual
variable, there is no definite basis. For the entangled set of N such individual variables,
there is no definite basis. Overall, we have both intra-system entanglement and intersystem entanglement.
We can set up an experiment such that each of N variables is prepared in the same
two mixed bases entangled, say position and polarization; hence, if a weak measurement is
performed in one of the bases of an individual of N, then due to intersystem entanglement,
the same basis for the N − 1 elements would emerge. Again, we may again deploy the
measures of different ratios that we mentioned earlier.
However, we can also prepare a system with some pairs of variables sharing two mixed
position spin bases, while other pairs of variables share two mixed position polarization
bases, while yet other pairs share two mixed spin polarization bases. Using at least 10 stable
isotopes, see next, we can entangle a set of atoms in arbitrary combinations of the three
different mixed bases and study their detectable behaviors.
The combinatorial possibilities for different patterns of entanglement of our isotope
labeled atoms is very large. As noted, there are three stable isotopes of carbon, nitrogen,
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oxygen, and five for sulfur. One of each of the three is the normal isotope, so is in all
the amino acids of our test protein. The other two isotopes of C, N, and O are not. Thus,
we have two detectable isotopes each of C, N O, and four detectable isotopes of sulfur.
Again, as noted, that is 10 detectable signals that we can put into any atoms in the peptide
length N.
If we can arbitrarily entangle these 10 atoms, there are [10 choose 2] = 45 pairs of
labeled atoms. For each pair of such atoms the following entanglements are possible: i.
not entangled. ii entangled in any one of the three possibilities: position-spin, position–
polarization, spin–polarization. iii. The two isotope-labeled atoms can also be entangled
with any two entangled bases: position-spin and position-polarization; position-spin and
spin-polarization . . . There are (3 choose 2) = 6 such choices of two pairs of mixed bases. iv.
Any pair of labeled atoms can be entangled with all three entangled bases. There is only
one choice, (3 choose 3) of all three mixed bases.
In sum, any of the 45 pairs of labeled atoms can be in 11 different entanglement
relations. Therefore, using only paired atoms that are both labeled, there are 1145 different
patterns of entanglement among 10 labeled atoms at different specific locations in the
test peptide. This should allow detailed assessment of basis emergence as a function of
temperature, N, and the ratio of QZE to decoherence.
One of the central strengths of the experiments we are suggesting is a plethora of
different classes of entanglements, which can result out of mutual actualization processes;
it is well known in the literature of multi-particle entanglement that when we move from
two Qubits to three Qubits entanglement states, we have different classes of entanglements
generated, for example W and GHZ. Along with these different classes, we have both intra
and inter entanglements.
5. Conclusions
It is widely supposed that, as the number of atoms of a system increase, it should
become more ‘classical’. Well established work has studied aspects of classicality as the
number of atoms increase. Buckyballs with C 60 still show interference.
We propose here these SEVEN new ideas: (i) Collectively Actualizing Sets, whose
variables interact with one another and thereby actualize one another. (ii) Such collective
interaction induces a symmetry breaking among two or more mixed bases to a single
preferred basis. (iii) An initial consideration of the joint effects of decoherence and internal
Quantum Zeno Effects within such a CAS upon the emergence of the classical world.
(iv) The use of quantum ordered, critical, and chaotic peptides of lengths from one up to
100 amino acids or more as the test objects. (v) The use of the three stable isotopes each of
oxygen, carbon, nitrogen and five of sulfur to uniquely and identifiably isotope label any
ten atoms placed in arbitrary positions within the test peptide. (vi) The use of mixed base
entanglement among the pairs: position–spin, position–polarization, spin–polarization,
momentum–spin, and momentum–polarization to study symmetry breaking between these
two bases within a collectively actualizing set. (vii) The use of weak measurements of
isotope-labeled atoms in such peptides to assess the emergence and stability of one or the
other among each of these five pairs of entangled bases.
We hope our proposal is seen as a continuation of a long tradition. The basic concepts
seem reasonable. Creating a real mathematical framework is a large further task and so is
assessing the feasibility of the proposed experiments.
A possible alternative mathematical framework: our framework of mutually collectively actualizing set is close to a very recently proposed framework for relational QM,
Fact-Nets. The main proposal for fact-net framework is to recover the standard conditional
probability measures in QM without having any quantum state as a physical entity, which
is also the central proposition of relational QM, since the founders have thought that the
major confusion in interpretations of QM has been due to placing any ontological weigh
on the wave function. Fact-nets also do not need the Hilbert space formalism; however,
the central features of such a formalism can be recovered. Here, we are pragmatic about
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the interpretation problem, and mention that, in subsequent progress with our project, we
might use Fact-nets as a possible coherent mathematical framework.
6. Mathematical Appendices
I. a. Hilbert space formulation In QM
Hilbert spaces provide one of the suitable mathematical foundations of QM. Hilbert
space is a complex linear vector space, with a norm and a scalar product defined on it.
Hilbert spaces are complete and separable. Separable means, as we have seen, having
a countable basis, and complete means every Cauchy sequence has a limit within that space.
An example of a Hilbert space used in QM is L2, which is the space of square-integrable
functions. This is required for defining probability
densities and ensuring probability
R
conservation. For example, integrals of type ψ*ψ dx are finite and can be normalized,
Ψ(x,t) being the wave function defining the state of the quantum system and satisfying
the Schrodinger equation. In the properly normalized form, it is represented as a ray in a
Hilbert space H. ψ can be expanded linearly as ψ = ∑ ci ∅i where the ϕi s are a complete
set of orthonormal basis states and moduli squared of the coefficients are the probabilities
of observing specific eigenstates. This is the famous Born rule.
One of the simplest quantum mechanical systems is a particle in a box, such as a
single electron constrained to move in a straight line between parallel walls at a distance L
apart. Here, the state of the particle is described by a wave function ψ, which is an element
of L 2 ([0. L]). This description is in sharp contrast to Newtonian mechanics where only
two numbers are required for specifying the particle state, namely the position [0, L] and
velocity v  R. If we want to find out the probability that the particle is within a range [a, b],
which is a subinterval of [0, L], then the famous Born rule is invoked: The probability that
Rb
RL
the particle is in [a, b] at the time instant t = a |ψ|2 dx/ 0 |ψ|2 dx.
Many thorny questions already arise from this brief discussion. For example, what is
the status of ψ? Is it a physical reality? Or, is it simply a mathematical device to compute
probabilities? In other words, is ψ ontic or epistemic? This question has dominated the
history of the foundations of quantum mechanics.
Composite systems in QM are generally described by Tensor products of Hilbert spaces
representing the individual systems. Tensor product is strictly larger than the Cartesian
product of spaces. Hence, at times the tensor product feature is termed as quantum holism:
whole being strictly greater than the sum of parts.
Operations on Hilbert Spaces
As in the case of complex Euclidian spaces, given two or more Hilbert spaces, one
can generate larger spaces by taking direct sums or tensor products. Hilbert spaces are
called separable if and only they have countable orthonormal bases. In physics we mostly
use separable Hilbert spaces, and all infinite dimensional separable Hilbert spaces are
isomorphic to each other. Reflexivity is a very important property of a Hilbert space H.
If ϕ is an element of H*(the dual space), then there exists a unique u in H for which
ϕ(x) = <u,x> for all x in H.
Bounded and Unbounded operators in Hilbert space
Continuous linear operators on Hilbert spaces, which map bounded sets to bounded
sets are called bounded operators. The norm of such an operator A is defined as
||A|| = Sup {||Ax||: ||x|| ≤1}. The set of all continuous linear operators on a Hilbert
space with addition and composition operations, the norm and the adjoint operation forms
a C* algebra. An element U of this set is called unitary if its inverse exists and is given by
U*, such that < Ux, Uy > = < x, y > for all x, y in H. A linear operator that is defined all
over a Hilbert space is necessarily bounded. However, linear operators that are defined
only over a proper subspace of H are called unbounded operators. Unbounded self-adjoint
operators are of great importance in quantum mechanics as ‘observables’. Examples are
differential operators, such as −id/dx and multiplication by x.
b. Pure states are rays in Hilbert spaces, which can be described as linear superposition
of basis- elements, provided that a complete orthonormal basis exists. Generally in quantum
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information theory, a computational basis is used (|0> and |1> with their appropriate
matrix representations); however, linear combinations of such basis elements are also used
for a legitimate basis.
The orthodox formulation of QM was done based on the pure states, and various
features, such as entanglement, were defined in terms of pure states earlier.
However, mixed states has appeared as more general and practical conception. Mixed
states can be considered as statistical probability distributions over pure states, and represented by density operators.
Symbolically, ρ = ∑ pi |∅i >< ∅i |, where, p s are epistemic probabilities, and ∅ s are
pure states, positive-semidefinite operator, such that trace (ρ) = 1, and for pure states
ρ2 = ρ, or else less than, f or mixed states.
Mixed state entanglements are widely used currently, Neumann master equation is
often used for describing evolution of density matrix states.
c. POVM measures: A positive operator valued measure (POVM) is a family of positive
operators {M j } such that ∑Mj = I, where I is the identity unit operator. It is convenient to
use the following representation of POVMs: Mj = V* j Vj, where Vj: H → H are linear
operators. A POVM can be considered as a random observable. Take any set of labels
α1, . . . , αm, e.g., for m = 2, α1 = yes, α2 = no. Then, the corresponding observable takes
these values (for systems in the state ρ) with the probabilities p(αj) ≡ pρ(αj) = TrρMj =
TrVjρV* j. We are also interested in the post-measurement states. Let the state ρ was given,
a generalized observable was measured and the value αj was obtained. Then, the output
state after this measurement has the form ρj = VjρV * j/(TrVjρV* j).
II. Here, we discuss some further details of weak measures:
Describing the ‘measuring device’: we need to describe the wave function of the measuring device in a specific basis, say position
basis, this is before the strong measurement
R
on the measuring device, say |∅ >= ∅( x )| x > dx, where we define, we also define a
position operator, X|x>=x|x>, ∅( x ) such that its normally distributed around 0, with a σ.
We later strongly measure |∅ > to obtain a reading on the device, which is the outcome of
the WM.
We need a conjugate operator to X, say P, s.t. [X,P] = ih/2π.
System/body on which the measurement happens: we can decompose the state of the
system in a given Eigen basis corresponding to a Hermitian operator say A acting on the
system. Such that A| ak >= ak | ak >; hence, for the system’s state, |Ψ>= ∑k ak | ak > .
Hence, we consider the interaction Hamiltonian for the dynamics. This is between the
system and the measuring device:
RT
H (int) = g(t) A ⊗ P, where g(t) is the coupling impulse function 0 g dt = 1.
For the ‘measurement’ process, the vector of relevance is |Ψ>⊗|φ>.
Then, we have the dynamics of this weakly coupled state e−iHt/h |Ψ>⊗|φ>.
Now, we need to compare the variances of the wave functions, if φ has a larger
variance than the Ψ the waves would overlap and we have a scenario ready for weak
measurement, otherwise we will have strong measurement.
The next step is a strong projective measurement on the ‘measuring’ device, which
reveals the information about the initial system/body’s state with a slight bias.
Two state vector formalism ([28,29]):
This is a formalism for describing WM and post selections. Introducing ‘post selection’
in the framework of WM results in various strange results, even negative probabilities.
Say we prepare an ensemble of systems prepared in the state | ϕin > , then we weakly
measure such an ensemble by a device such that the initial state of the device is |∅( x ) > ,
and the interaction Hamiltonian is Hint = g(t) A⊗P, where A is a Herm operator on the S
and P is the conjugate operator on device.
If we want to have the amplitude for the final state vector ϕ f in > , we can compute it
by the transition probability rule. This means that perform measurement with H with a
no of copies of the system, and choose only those results that have a state in the direction
of fin.
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Create operators P1 = ϕ f in > < ϕ f in ⊗ Id and a sum form operator.
Then, with the help of such operators do a strong measurement on composite state
e−iHt/h | ϕin > ⊗ |∅(x) > , which is ϕ f in > < ϕ f in e−iHt/h | ϕin > ⊗ |∅(x) > ,
We also assume that Pd has a lower variance as compared to Xd ; hence, weak coupling
between system and device is possible.
Now, the above vector approximates to ϕ f in >< ϕ f in (1 − iA⊗PT/h)| ϕin > ⊗ |∅(x) >


The above can be simplified as ϕ f in > ⊗ < ϕ f in ϕin > 1 − i < A > PT
h |∅(x) > ,
where <>= < ϕ f in | A| ϕin >/ < ϕ f in ϕin >
Now, we can compute probability of post selection < ϕw P D P ϕw >, where P is
P1 actually.
where ϕw is defined early as the state: e−iHT/h |ϕin > ⊗|∅(x) > ; hence, if we plug in
all these in the above expression, we obtain P () = < ϕ f in ϕin > 2
Weak measurements as universal POVM are general measurements: they may capture
many phenomena not revealed by projection measures: extra randomness in the measures
or incomplete information in measures. We start with a density matrix description of initial
state, which undergoes random updating:
ρ to ρ j Such that ρ j =

Pj+ ρPj
,

tarce Pj+ ρPj

where the denominator is the probability of the

jth outcome.
Now, a unitary transformation can be decomposed to sequence of weak unitary
transformations.
Any generalised measurement as a sequence of weak measurements. Weak measures
can be termed as those whose measures do not impact the initial state significantly. There
are other definitions for example measure, which generates large change in state with a
small probability.

Here, we see Pj = q j I + ∈ j , where q and epsilon are operators such that q (0,1) and
epsilon is an operator with a very small norm. Weak measurements can be found in systems
under continuous monitoring.
III. Here, we describe the ‘mixed basis entanglement’:
There is a strong literature in quantum as well as classical optics (where we still
consider Maxwell field equations rather than any quantum degrees of freedom, for example
light quanta or photon) where states can be produced, which expresses entanglement
between multiple degrees of freedom. One such case is path-polarization entanglement,
and such states have been found to violate Bell or CHSH inequalities [30] Hence, such
states cannot be considered to have any determinate basis.
Some authors [31,32] hold that classical entanglement is based on intra system or
such path-polarization type entanglements, whereas genuine quantum entanglements are
inter-system, for example EPR pairs.
IV. Non-Hermitian Hamiltonian:
Earlier, we mentioned Ising or a possible Spin Glass Hamiltonian for approximating
the dynamics of our experimental peptide framework. Evidence supports the use of tunable
rugged spin glass models, called NK models, for proteins.
Given a choice of Hamiltonian we observe that overall there are two broad choices
for describing an open system Markovian dynamics. One, where we can use GKSL master equations, under several assumptions, or where we use an effective non-Hermitian
Hamiltonian. In the literature of many body QZE, non-Hermitian Hamiltonians have
been used.
A substantial body of literature [33,34] onward has observed that Non-Hermitian
Hamiltonians can also exhibit real Eigen values, provided PT (parity and time reversal)
symmetry is embedded in such a formation. Exceptional points emerge in such NonHermitian dynamics where given PT symmetry Eigen values change from real to complex
in general, a phase transition from so-called unbroken PT symmetry to broken PT symmetry.
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The overall assumption of such dynamics is that though the underlying full Hamiltonian is
Hermitian, the effective system Hamiltonian can be treated as non-Hermitian.
V. Bohmian mechanics: basic quantum hydrodynamics approach
Modern renditions of Bohmian mechanics (for example here [35]) present it as a
first order theory, where velocity, which is the rate of change of positions, is fundamental.
Velocity is provided by the so-called guiding equation. Second-order concepts, such as force
or acceleration, do not contribute in this version. However, in the original version, Bohm
conceived of a second order theory, where forces derive from a non-local quantum potential.
The main technique is to rewrite a wave function in the polar form, which is
ϕ = R exp 2πiS/h, where R and S are real valued functions. Then, re-writing the
Schrödinger’s equation in terms of these new variables, one obtains two coupled equations,
one, a continuity equation ρ = R2 , and another, a modified Hamilton–Jacobi equation for
S., the modified equation has an extra potential term U = − ∑k (h2 /2mk )∂2k R/R, which is
termed as the quantum potential. Particle trajectories are then shown to be resulting from
quantum potential in addition to the usual forces.
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